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With merely 21 days left before Britain is due to leave the European Union, global investors are keenly watching 
their daily news feeds in hopes of clarity on the likely outcome – deal or delay.  Note that hard exit was excluded 
from the list of options.  Many economists and leading global financial institutions, like JPMorgan, Credit Suisse, 
and RBC, have lowered that probability to less than 10%1,2 in response to Prime Minister Theresa May’s compromise 
on February 28th that allows MPs to vote on a short delay and to rule out a no deal exit in the short term.

So what has exactly transpired since the initial divorce deal’s failed vote and May miraculously passing the no-
confidence vote on January 25th? There have been several debates within the Parliament chambers on revisions 
necessary to secure a positive vote, including an option to remove the 21-day wait period required before voting 
on an international treaty and amendments to the Irish backstop.  As of March 6th, a revised deal between Britain 
and the European Union has yet to be accepted, with recent talks being characterized as difficult and inconclusive.  
Albeit too early to know, there’s a strong likelihood that one of the following scenarios will occur: 1) May’s top 
lawyers will come to compromise with EU and present a palatable deal to Parliament by March 12th, or 2) MPs will 
vote no on the revised deal and agree to an extension on March 14th.  CONT.
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1 Bloomberg, “Things Are Looking Up for the Pound, Strategists Say”, March 4, 2019.
2	 Business	Insider,	“The	City	of	London	is	finally	starting	to	believe	that	the	UK	will	avoid	a	no-deal	Brexit”,	March	3,	2019.
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In this week’s chart, we show FRED’s Economic Policy Uncertainty Index for the United Kingdom3 along with 
U.K.’s Economic Sentiment Indicator over the last three years.  As depicted, indecision over the Brexit outcome 
remains and drives the uncertainty index into the 450 range, up 56 points from January month-end.  At the 
same time, sentiment within the world’s fifth largest-economy continues to wane as both consumers and many 
businesses hedge their stakes and prepare for the worst-case scenario, a disorderly Brexit.  

3	 Baker,	Scott	R.,	Bloom,	Nick	and	Davis,	Stephen	J.,	Economic	Policy	Uncertainty	Index	for	United	Kingdom	[UKEPUINDXM],	retrieved	

				from	FRED,	Federal	Reserve	Bank	of	St.	Louis;	https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/UKEPUINDXM,	March	7,	2019.


